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This presentation is based on many years of 

observation, working with cities and studying 

human nature’s  behaviour

Cities are like people, they have many similarities. 

With these similarities, we can make many observations 

based on the human body to understand their full dynamics.

This presentation  opens on a different view of cities 

comparing them to human bodies to foresee the level of 

health they are offering to their citizens. 
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Opinion leaders

and developers

(nervous system)

Municipal council and high 

level civil servants

(nervous system)

Trees (lungs)

Energy efficiency (Heart)

Filtration plant (kidneys)

Welcoming capacities 

(stomach)

Recycling and landfill

(Intestines)

Water supply (Arteries)

Sewage water (Veins)

Agriculture(Reproduction)

Sewage treatment 

plant (Gull bladder, 

pancreas, spleen)

Taking care of

Doers (hands)

Leading the path

Doers (feet)

The city as a

hologram

of the

human body 

Quick check 

to the 

components 

of a

healthy city



Diagnostic of the health of a city
• Breathing capacity

• Hearing & Speech capacities 

• Arterial tension and cardio      

vascular capacities

• Health weight & percentage of fat

• Blood formula

• Urine formula

• Faeces formula

• Reproduction capacities

• Survival issues



Breathing capacities

• Density of negative ions in different areas

• Air Quality index

• Biomass level

• Soil temperature

• Car footprint



Air Pollution and it’s 

effect on heath

What is the situation?

What are the guidelines?

• Level of negative ions

• The pollutants

• The guidelines

• Car footprint



Density 

of 

negative 
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different 

areas

Waterfall in 

mountain
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and forests
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Outdoors after a 

storm

Country

Air conditioned areas

Offices 
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Maximum pollution 

concentration 

according to time 

exposure



Major car polluting agents, their effects on health



Mapping information

In time and space

• The biomass level 

• The temperature of the city



Car footprint



Environment Critical effect on 

human health

Noise level

(dBa)

Exposition time

(hours)

Outdoors 50- 55 16

Inside housing 

areas

Sound of the voice 35 16

Bedroom Sleeping difficulty 30 8

Class room Communication 

perturbation

35 School hours

Industrial & 

commercial zone

Auditory deficit 70 20

Circulation areas Auditory deficit 70 20

Music in 

headphones

85 1

Hearing & Speech capacities
Noise hazard in a city versus Melody (of wind, water, birds and critters)



Noise levels and health



Arterial tension and cardio 

vascular capacity

• Traffic jam TIME and effect on CO2

levels

• Alternate traffic movements efficiency

• Electromagnetic stress

• Health weight and % of fat



Traffic jam situation

Mapping the information in time and space

allocated time to get somewhere in the 

center of the city 

Calculating the CO2 effect and other 

pollution around the affected areas

Specially highways



Transportation 

mode

Summer Winter Global Average

Distance

Success rate (%) of alternate 

traffic movements

Percent of population using :

• Car

• Bus

• Train

• Metro

• Bike

• Walk



Electromagnetic stress and health
Power lines (0,2 MilliGauss max) 

Cancer related Changes the migration of calcium in the human body 

Towers and microwaves towers

Security code of Health Canada suggests that should be far from 

microwave towers:

Pregnant women         Cardiac stimulators

Metallic prosthesis        Prescribed medication

Biological effects of being exposed to microwaves:

Endocrine gland disorder, respiratory and cardiac problems, behaviour problems 

and nervous system and eyes problems



Towers and buildings as 

microwave towers
Mapping the information

Towers location and their cone effect



Electromagnetic fields of 

different equipments



Effect of EMF on the body



Health weight and % of fat

What is the optimal size of a city ?

Planning by respecting the ecosystems’ capacity

Planning with energy efficiency and renewable energies
• Passive solar

• Air, water and waste sustainability approach

Planning for maximum territorial autonomy
• Surviving kit within the city (climate change)

Planning with residual capacity of all city equipment and infrastructures
• Security, transportation, 

• Cultural, sports

• Water supply (filtration plant)

• Waste water treatment plant

• Solid waste management plant

Obesity of a city starts when a new infrastructure is built because the 

existing equipment or infrastructure has reached it’s limit capacity



Size of a city 
Expenses in dollars per capita according to 

functions and size of a city (province of Quebec)

• General administration

• Public security

• Transportation

• Infrastructures

• Urban planning

• Culture and sports

• Financing fees

• Allocations

Research done by Yves Lacroix 



Expenses in dollars per capita for cities 

expenses according to city population

Expenses above the average



Size of a city

General administration

Public security

Transportation

Salubrity

Urban planning

Culture and hobby

Financing fees

Affectation



The perfect size of a city
Research done for the Quebec province

According to this research, the 

best size ($) is between

10 000 to 49 000 persons



Blood formula
(drinking water)

Pasteur’s “chromotests" (standard analysis)

• Chemical fraction  structures

• Micro-bio-chemical action

• Heavy metals

• Toxicity

• Toxicity related to cell mutation (cancer)

• Magnetic resonance

• Electro magnet test

Bio compatibility (bio electronic)

• Only the “pH” is tested

• What should be tested is:

• “rô” (ohms) and“rH2” (micro-watt/cm3)



Bio-compatibility 

of water

Dr Bressy

rH2=Micro-Watts/cm3 (conductivity of water)

Rô= Ohms (electric resistance of water)

Ph= acidity/alkalinity of water



Blood and urine 

formula and 

cancer evolution

Pre-cancer

Reversible 

cancer

Health

Irreversible 

cancer



If the drinking water and 

the sewage water of a city 

were compared to the 

previous graphic what 

would be the results?



Eco-technology

planning

Regenerating water

From the researches of

Viktor Schauberger



Location of a water filtration plant 

and sewage water treatment plant

Sewage water 

treatment plant

Filtration plantRiver

Eco design



Water and Emoto’s researches

Restructuring

Eco-design



Water and Emoto’s researches

Frozen water

Love Sanbu-ichi Yusui, spring Japan

Tap water example



Urine formula
(sewage water)

What are the tests results of the water at 

the exit of the sewage treatment plant?

What needs to be said here is that the actual technology cannot remove 

heavy metals and chemical products brought by urban pollution.

Dilution principle is used as an approach to reduce pollution 

concentration in water and respect the requirements of the law on 

environment quality (MDDEP).

What if we compare things as in the body, is the sewage 

treatment plant as efficient as our kidneys?



Faeces formula
(local garbage)

Standard composition of Garbage in a city

Origin of garbage Percentage
Domestic garbage 65%

Commercial and other 35%

Composition of garbage Percentage
Paper/cardboard 37%

Gardening/food 26%

Glass 10%

Metal 10%

Plastic 8%

Others 9%

Utility (use) Percentage
Packaging 33%

Content 67%



Reproduction capacities
Mapping those « Conservation » areas can be 

very helpful for the planning process

• Nidification areas (birds)

• Wild life areas fit for reproduction

• Spawn areas for fishes 

• Westland conservation areas

• Agriculture areas

It might also be interesting to have a portrait of the human 

birth rate just to compare things.



Survival issues
Poverty level

Social & material disadvantaged people

Mortality level

Level of education

Level of unemployed

Level of homeless

Level of self sustainability

(climate change)



Rebuilding the grid
A look at the 2D and 3D views of applied sacred geometry to cities :

The case of London

• Sacred geometry around the city

Picture of the city

• Averbury, England

Picture and plan of the city

• Auroville, India

Picture of the city

• Nahala, Israel

Plan of both cathedrals and the Virgo constellation

• Cathedrals built on the geometry as the Virgo constellation

Plan and picture of the city

• Brasilia. Brazil



Light template

Sacred geometry app.

O

Causal body 

sustainability of life

O

Mental body, planning  

management process

O

O
O

Emotional body

Social groups lobby

O

Vital body, form and

architecture

O

Energy  levels 

of a city

Holographic 

approach 

Hindu tradition
Chakras and energy bodies

• Sacred geometry applications

• Sustainability of life

• Management process

• Social group, lobby

• Form and architecture of a city



Inner circle 

hexagram

Applied sacred 

geometry

City of 

London
England



City of 

London
England

The 20 

pointed stars 

pentagram

Applied sacred 

geometry



The circle 

of the 

square

City of 

London
England

Applied sacred 

geometry



30 pointed 

star

City of 

London
England

Applied sacred 

geometry



Avebury, England



Auroville, India

Planning a city 

as a chakra



City of 

Auroville
India

City plan

Applied Sacred 

Geometry



Nahala, Israel



Zodiacal 

constellation (Virgo)

Churches in France

Churches aligned with 

zodiacal constellation



City plan of Brasilia, Brazil



Brasilia

Brazil



Montreal city 
as a study case

Air Quality 2006

Bad air quality, Montreal 2006

Air quality control index

Bio-mass indicator 1988

Soil mineralization (temperature) 1988

Temperature 1968

Temperature 2001

Heat zones 2005 CMM

Heat evolution 1884-2005 CMM

Noise levels 1995

Noise evolution 1981-2003 Montreal airport

Water intake from St-Laurent river

Water testing from St-Laurent river 2007

Child mortality 1991

Poverty level 1986

Poverty level 2001

Material and social disadvantaged 2001

Criminality rate 1993

Criminality rate 2007

Life span at birth 1984-1988

Soil contamination



Air Quality indicators

for Montreal

Breathing capacities



Bad air Quality,

Montreal 2006

Breathing capacities



Air Quality 
control index

Good

Acceptable
Bad

Breathing

capacities



Biomass indicator
1988

Percentage %

0.0 to 0.1=16.1

0.1 to 0.4=25.6

0.4 to 0.7=31.0

0.7 to 0.8=11.1

0.8 to 0.85=5.9

0.85 to 0.9=4.6

0.9 and +=5.7

Total biomass

16.2%

Breathing capacities



Soil mineralisation

1988

High temperature, Montreal area

Breathing

capacities



Temperature
Montreal 1968

Breathing

capacities



Temperature 

image of 

Montreal 2001

Breathing capacities



Heat zones CMM 

area 2005

Breathing capacities



Heat situation on the CMM territory
WARMING

COOLING

Breathing capacities



Montreal 

airport and 

major 

highways

Highways. over 65dBA

Airport PET

1995

Noise level

Hearing

& Speech 

capacities



Hearing & Speech capacities

PET airport

Noise level through time



Blood formula
Water intake from the Saint Laurent River, 

Montreal
Water output

In

In

In

In

In

In

In



Blood 

formula
#1



Blood 

formula
#2



Blood 

formula
#3



Blood 

formula
#4



Child mortality,

Montreal 1991

Survival issues



Poverty level,

Montreal 1986

Survival issues



Poverty level Montreal 2001

Survival issues



Material and social disadvantaged people

2001

Survival issues



Criminality rate (%) Montreal 1993

Survival issues



Percent 

criminality

3.1% to 5%

5.1% to 7.5%

7.6% to 10%

Criminality level, city of Montreal 2007

Survival issues



Life span at birth,

Montreal 1984-1988

Survival issues



Soil contamination

Faeces formula



What can be done

for Montreal?



What can be done for Montreal

Plant trees ( temperature)

Plant trees, air quality

Social support homes

Renovation coop $

Mont Royal

Park

Waste disposal site

Air pollution survey

Community garden 

fruit tree, sprouting  

initiative in schools 

Sewage check up



What can be done for Montreal

Air Quality and noise solutions

Noise level  and land use

Air quality and land use

Recycling  program for contaminated 

soils



Map of the city of Montreal



Notre Dame Church

Identical Monuments

Obelisque

Park projects

Mont Royal park

Community building SGA

Community  house SGA

Negotiation areas SGA

Sacred geometry applications

Industrial community 

project SGA



Rebuilding 

the grid

Sacred 

Geometry 

Applications

City 

chakras



Good design process in all 

projects

Balancing the yin and the yang


